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OUTST.AlIDING COVER 

ST• PETERS BOVRG• 

' 

{l l1zriJ / 

We heartily congratulate Mr. Kurt Adler on the possession of the 
earliest recorded Russian Letter with a postmark. It is dated inside 
11 tb/22nd April 1766, is clearly wri. tten in French and is signed in a 
dif'f'erent hEind by ma.t appears to be "C .C .Repnin." There we.s a Repnin -who 
w1:.>.s one of' Catherine II' s f'amous generals, who distinguished himself' in 
the f'irst war ni th Turkey 1768-1774. Mr. Adler tells us thP.t al though this 
cover was sold to him as being signed. by the general or "Prince Repnin" as he 
was known, his initials were "N. V." 

Whoever he was, this Repnin complains that model carriages asked. f'or 
had not been received, that he would like to show them to the court, and 
that he would pay the 9, 161 li vres which he owed in one or two months at 
the latest! 

The ST. PErERSBOVRG postmark is known on letters of' 1773, 1783 and 
1799, wi. th only very small differences in the lettering. 'lbe other postmark 
or.. this letter is of Ma.seyck, the Netherlands frontier town. 

A.H.W. 
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STAMPS OF GENERAL WR.ANGEL'S REF'UGEE POST 

SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS: PART I 

By W.E.C.Kl!mIRO ard I.L.G.BATT;r,IE 

Some two years ago "The Stamps of the Russian Ref'ugees' Post• was . 
published; this book contained the results of an exhaustive study of the material 
which we then had available. However, in the intervening period we have received 
maey use:f'ul comments from members of the Society both at hone and abroad, and we 
have been able with the help of further material to extend our knowledge of some 
aspects of the Wrange1 sUrch.arges. 

The present article has two distinct aims - firstly, we wish to correct a 
few errors in: the original. publication and, secondly, we wish to describe the 
:f'urther details which have come to light in the last two years. We are discussing 
the Refugee Post in the following order: -

Part 1 
covera e.rd postmarks 
1000 R. surcharge "plain" 
5000 R. surcharge "plain" 
10000 R. surcharge "plain" 
10000 R. surcharge "large" 
20000 R. surcharge "large" 

P~ 2: {in next issue of Journal) 
10000 R. surcharge "ornamental" 
20000 R. surcharge "ornamental" 
CoIDIOOnts on the postal organisation 
Forgeries 
Printing :ioothods 

Page numbers ref er to "The Stamps: of the Russian Ref'ugees' Post" and the 
same typing conventions for conversion of Russian to English characters have been 
observed. Additional Figs. have been provided, and the rn.mi>ers for these 
continue from those (Figs.1 .-51) in the book; the postmarks, now illustrated, are 
separately identified as Types 1-8. 

covms AND POSTMARKS 

We have now seen on gerruine cover almost all the stamps listed by S.G. 
We have seen a few showing transit postmarks as well as despatch and arrival 
postmarks. 

Several covers showed no arrival postmarks at the camps to mich they were 
addressed; however, they all bore Constantinople transit postmarks. 

We have examined the covers from the point of view of the time taken for 
the various journeys. Generally speaking the times are much as one would expect, 
and the variations could be explained satisfactorily .in terms of posting early or 
late in the day, inclusion or exclusion of a weekend, and collection of mail in 
certain camps not being as frequent as once a day ( depending on the availability of 
transportation) • 

Summarising the results in terms of differences in date betv1een despatch 
and arrival cancellations, the following table, applicable to a journey in either 
direction, is obtained: 



I 
I 

I 
; 
I 

··· ~- ·- - ------- ···~-- . .. -· 

Time in transit to:-
- ··- . ...... · ·· •-- · 

From Constantinople Arr:, camp not named in first 
column - i,e. all camps in 
general .vicinity of 
Const~tinople 

-

CONSTANrINOPIE same day · 1 to 3 days 
: . but sometimes up to 6 deys 

.1..:.d.4R.ADE 4- to 7 deys 6 to 11 deys 

BIZERTA 9 to 11 deys {no .da~) 

CATT.ARO 9 to 10 days 6 to 11 days 
(inc. 2 days to Belgrade) 

G.AUJ:POLI 4 to 8 deys 5 to 7 days 
but sometimes only 1 to 2 

days 

LEMNOS 4 to 8 days 6 to 8 days 

aey other camp 1 to. 3 days 2 to 4 days 
i.e. all camps in but sometimes as lIDlch as 6 but once as much as 8 days · 
general vicinity days 
of Constantinople 

Although there were 18 different camps there were, neglecting 
variations of the separate date type, only 8 different types of cancellation, and 
these :fall into 2 groups: 

------
Group Type Description Camp Rarity 

.... -· -
First 1 Town name; capitals & small CONST.AN.rINOPIB 1 

-- • · · 

··--" 

Group: ..... - -- ... ----··---
Single 2 As Type 1 but town name in .ANn:GONA 3 
Outer capi tal.s only BEIGRADE 1 
Circle BIZERTA 4 

CATT.ARO 4 
GALLIPOLI 1 
KHALKI 5 
KHALKI II 5 
LEMNOO 1 
TUZ4A 1 . 
TOZLA ll 4 

( contirmed) 



- . .. . -· 
Group Type Description Camp Rarity 

-··--· --·· - -·• .. ··-- -··- ·•·· ..... ··•• ··- ··- ---··-· ··-··•. ··-···· . -----

3 Two alternative town names given;. C./\MP LANN 2 
ornaments altered 

--·· --------- --···-·· -··•· 

4 As Type 3 but upper town name in BmN.AOOI'TE 3 
capitals onlyt and ornaments SELimE 2 
omitted ------- ----·•·-- ··· 

5 I As Type. 1 but ornament. as Type 3 PRINKIPO 5 
. 

6 i Town name: small letters only in PROTI 4 I 

I straight line; ornaments 
I altered. 

--~·- ·· 
I 

Second 7 f Town name: serif capitals; CHAT.ALDZHA 3 1 
Group: I ornanents as Type 1 i KHAIKI n 1 
Double ... ---- -·- ____ ., ___ -·--· •-··• .. 

I~-~ 
--· -· -! 

Outer 8 I As Type 7 but town in sans- 2 
Circle i serif capitals; ornaments : TEREPAIA 3 

I altered. I 
I -···--·-··--- -•·--•···- ··-·-·-· -··----·-·-·---·-·-- --· ·- ------·--·-·- -

~ .1o Rarity is, of course, relative, but 1 denotes the coimD.onest cancellations, 
which include the great majority of covers; 2 and 3 are relatively less 
common; 4 are rare and 5 is extremely rare. 

2. We have not yet seen an example of the Scutari cancellation (rarity 5) 
and do · not know the type. 

The colours of the cancellations vary, but we have not found a:ny consistent 
variation with date. The following list incorporates all the infonnation available 
:f"ram. various sources: 

--------------•-··-·-...------ --------·----
Camp Name 

CONST.ANTINOPiiE 
ANTIGONA 
BELGRADE 
BERN.AOOl1TE 
BIZERTA 
BUYUK-mml 
CATT.ARO 
CHAT.AIDZEIA 
G.ALLIPOLI 
KHAIKI 
KHAIKI II (Type 2) 
KHALKI II (Type 7) 
LAGER LANN 
rmrnos 
PROTI 
PRINKIPO 
SELIMIE 
SCUT.ARI 
TEREPAIA 
T1JZLA 
TUZLA II 

Colours known 

black/violet 
blaclr/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
green 
black/violet 
red 
black/violet 
blue, green, black/violet 

? 
black/violet 
black/violet 
green, black/violet 
blue, green, black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet 
black/violet ---------------------

. ·-



Note: An unspecified type of Khalki cancellation has b~n recorded in green. 

1000 R PLAIN 

CHroK LIST 
B~cause we have not yet been able to determine the setting of the black 

surcharge on the 2-k Anns type stamps, the following alterations should be ma.de 
to the table . at the foot of page 17:-

n2-K perf" 
"2-K imperf" 

should read "2-K perf 
" " "2-K imperf 

(red)" 
(red)" 

The settings of the following inverted surcharges have been identified: -

2-k perf (red) 

3-k perf 

irregular setting ( this . value not previously recorded 
inverted) 

4-k pert 
5-k perf 
7-k perf 

regular " 
regular and irregular 
regular 
irregular 

1000 R on 2-k black (page 18) • . 
Since writing the original article, we have seen a mmiber of specimens 

exhibiting the sub-type characteristics, also a further one on cover. Several 
specimens examined showed z:io sub-type characteristics although otherwise they 
appeared quite genuine; they did, however, show a small dot midway between the 
"K" and "0" of "PYCCKOH" and just about level with the top of the letters ( we 
do not know whether these specimens are genuine or dangerous forgeries). 

CLEAR PLATING MARKS OF THE mR]X}lJLAR SEJ:-.rll& ABE:-

No. on 
sheet 
8 Series of coloured blobs under "PYBLEH" 

27 "0~ of "PYCCKOH" broken at top 
30 First "0" of 1000 broken at top 
31 "CH" of' "POCHTA" - top right ann broken off 
48 ''P" of "PYBLEE:" broken at left 
49 protuberance· on "K" of "PYCCKOH" ha:lf"wey' up left 
50 broken top left "H" of "PYBLEH'' 
65 ''H" of' ''PYBLEH" broken 
67 bottom of "P" of ''PYj:3µ!H" 
82 blob under "IiE" of "PYBLEH'' 
85 top right ann of "H" of ".APMIH" missing 

100 "Y" and "C" of ''PYCCKOH" joined by a thin coloured line 

sub-
~ 

2 
2 
1 
4 
5 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3 
1 
3 

Fig. 
No. 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6o 
61 
62 
63 

Our rather sparse collection of panes of the regular setting does not show 
these plating marks either in these positions or in other positions on the sheet. 
It must be noted that these plating marks in the irregular setting are liable to be 
progressive ( see page 35, para 1) and that they perhaps developed between the 
printing of the regular and the irregular settings. 



5000 R PLAIN 

Amendment to page 19, sub-type 5 : -
There is a clear dot N.Eo of the second "O" of 5000. There is a dot or 

a line of small dots below the line under "PYBLEH", below the "L" • When in line, 
the dots slope down to the right. 

"Blob" Variety (page 29, bottom). 
· On one copy (No. 7"?. on sheet) there was a large blob; this suggests that 

occasional printing blemishes can occur vm.ich look like the standard variety~ 

Page 19 1 para 2~ 
Add: "On the "Y'' of ''PYCCKOH", the top right arm ends . in a small spur, 

which, on some copies, appears as a faint dot". 

Page 20, para 1 • 
It would be more correct to sey- "Supplies of · the 20-K imper:f'. were 

becoming emausted; the 25-K imper:f'. was almost completely e:xhausted". 

Varieties recently found:-

Printed both sides 
Double on ·back (35-K) 
Once on baclc (25-K) 
A 5000/20-K imperf'. on cover, sub-type 
one of the values not listed by S.G. 

Check list a e 1 O - ad.di tion. 

Partial double 
shifted invert on 35-K. 

5, has been purchased; this is 

A strip of 5000 25-K imperf'. INVERTED showing dots over the "T" of 
"POCHTA" ( see page 19, sub-types 1 & 2) • Cheak lists should therefore bear an 
"X" against this value. 

Forgery. 
A forgery of the "error" (''PYCCKilI") in red on 25-K per:f' - the type used 

in the word "POCHTA" was clearly different to the original. 

Denikin. 
There is some evidence to suggest that the sheet of' 4 x 2 panes of' 25 

was cut vertically in the centre to produce two part sheets of' 2 x 2 panes vm.ich 
were surcharged separately. 

10000 R LARGE PLAIN 

The evidence for different settings is still far from complete. 

Setting A is confirmed by a f'ull sheet owned by Mr.Werth. 

Setting B is reconstructed from large blocks owned by Mr. Werth; we have yet to 
find a full sheet. 

Setting C. A top portion of a sheet, plus some smaller bloclcs, indicate the 
f'ollo-wi.ng ar;r-angement:-



V45V21V 
? 5 ? 4 2 1 5 
4?12415 
? 2 5 4 5 2 ? 

3 1 

( this setting ·was not known when the book was written) • 

Setting D. The block mentioned at the foot o'f' page 25, which Mr.Werth has 
con:f'irmed to be S.G.27, does not 'f'it any arrangement including blanks 
f'or the V pattern. As the sheet size 'f'or some rouble stamps was 5 x 5, 
it may be that a separate· setting was later made f'or them. 

The 10000/100 pi Levant (also mentioned on page 25) was compatible 
with setting "A" if" the two cut-outs were each sub-type 5. Mr.Werth has 
further evidence to suggest the stamp to the right of sub-type 4 is 
also sub-type 5, which is also compatible with setting "A". 

Sub.;.types 
On sub-types 1, 2, 3 and 5, the "I" of' ".APMIH" has a lip at top le'f't. 

On sub-type 4, the same letter has a corrugated appearance on the le'f't side. 

Varieties 
10000/ 1-R (blue) arms perf: - markedly misplaced to the le'f't and 

sufficiently high f'or ''POCHTA" to appear twice on same stamp. 

Plating Marks 
The list (constant varieties) given on page 22 is now out o'f' date as 

the 'f'ollowing have been found: -

SEI'TIID "A" 

Stamp No. 
13 
17 

24 
27 
30 

37 
43 

47 

SN.rTING "B" 

Stamp No. 
36 

37 
41 

43 

Sub-t;l:Ee 
2 
2 

4 
2 
3 

3 
2 

1 

Sub-type 
2 

? 
4 

5 

Broken line. 
Broken line; broken "H" of' ''PYCCKOH" (See 
C.No.17 & fig. 70) 
Blob on "I" of' "APMIH" (See C. No.24 and Fig.64) 
Large stop after ''PYBLEH" (see also No.37) 
Blob on upper lip o'f' first "C" of' ''PYCCKOH" ( see 
C.No.30 and Fig.69) 
Large stop after "PYBLEH" ( see No. 27 above) 
Broken line, break extending 'f'rom le'f't to 
middle below "M". Blob joined to top right of' 
"K" of ''PYCCKOH" (see Fig.66) 
Faint stop after ''PYBLEH11 • 

Broken line: blob top lef't of' ''P" o'f' ".AP.MIH" 
( see Fig.68) 
Large stop after "PYBLEH'' (see A.Nos.27 and 37) 
Dot to le'f't o'f', and slightly above, "P" o'f' ''POCHI'A" 
(see Fig.71) • 
Broken iine as in No.43 setting A. Blob as No.43 
setting A but in A centre of' blob is in line with 
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SErTIIC "C" 

Stamp No. 
13 
17 

20 

21 

24-
30 

Sub-type 
? 
1 

2 

5 

2 
3 

top of letters whereas in B top of blob is in line 
with top of letters (see C.No.21 and Fig.67) 

Broken line. 
Broken line; broken "H" of "PYCGKOH" (See A.No.17 
and Fig.70) 
Blob on "I" of ".AP.MIH" and mark on bottom of right 
leg of "K" above ·(see Fig.65). 
Broken line; break intermediate between settings 
A and B. 
"K" blob as setting B No.43 (see Fig.67) 
Blob on "I" of "APMIH" (see A No.24 and Fig.64) 
Blob on upper lip of first "C" of "PYCCK0H" 
(see A. No.3() and Fig.69). 

Settings and Stamp Numbers Undetermined . 

sub-type 4. Large stop a:fter ·"PYBLEEi" · 
(Stamp to right is sub-type 2) • Dot below third "0" of 
10000 ~ no stop after "PYBLEH". 

II II 1. 

iii) " " (Stam:p to left is sub-type 1 which is left hand margin 
stamp) • Large stop after ''PYBLEH" ~ double break in 
line. It follows these two stamps are n~s. 5 & 6 of 
setting "B" or in the lower part of the sheet of setting C. 

Although :f"ul.l sheets of a1l settings have not yet been found, and. the 
evidence is as yet incomplete, we f'eel that the list of plating varieties above 
gives an interesting pointer to the sequence· of the settings. The large "blobs" 
are as follows:-: 

Settiµg . A: 24- on "I" 
30 on "C" 
43 on ''K" 

Setting B: 43 on "K" 

Setting C: 20 on "I" 
21 _on "K" 
24- on ''I" 

· 30 on "C" 

l 

~ 

this setting is known in fuJ.l sheet and there 
are therefore known to be no more large blobs. 

the lower portion of the sheet with this 
setting has not yet been found. 

It would appear to be possible that the same cliches were used for each 
setting, and that the large "blob" varieties were produced in the same position 
in each setting, permanent damage to the cliche resulting. As an example, the 
"K" blob apparently always occurs in position No.43 yet in setting C it also 
appears in position No. 21 • 



Check list of settings. 

S.G. 
Arms (perf) ·23 1-r ~blue) A 

A 
A 
A 

24 1-r black) 
25 1 32-r 

B C 
B C 

26 5..;r B C 
27 10-r B D 

Arms (impe:r:f') 44 1-r ~blue) A 

A 
A 

B.BX. C 

Denikin 

Levant 

45 
46 
47 
48 

63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

86 
94 
95 

1-r black) 
3½-r 
5-r 
7-r 

1-r 
2-r 
3-r 
5-r 
7-r 

1·0-r 

10/1-r 
50/5-r 

100/10-r 

A 
A 

A 

Note: x denotes sheets of 25 
o denotes sheets of 50 

B C 
B 
B 

B C 
C 

B 
B 
B 
B 

Bo 
B 

Since the full setting C has not yet been determined, it. mey- be that 
some of the above may be subject to subseqµent correction. 

20000-R LARGE PLAIN 

By comparing various blocks with the one sheet at our disposal, it would 
appear that there are no constant plating marks in this value. 

The following minor ad.di tions can be made to the list of VARIETIES: -

On the 10-r pe:r:f'. arms type - this is knovm with rough pe:r:f', both mint 
and used ( on cover) . 

On the 1-r pe:r:f' (blue) arms type and on 2-r Denikin - we have seen 
20000 PYBLEH almost entirely omi -tted except for traces of the tips of the 
rrumerals. On the 1-R perf (blue) arms type - this is known with a rough 
small hole perf.10. 

20000r/5-r Romanov. 
We have inspected a few further copies and all but one showed the broken 

letters mentioned. The specimen with unbroken letters was considered to be a 
forgery. 

To be continued 



DR. ALFRED H WORTMAN 

A BIOGRAPHIC.AL SKE'rCH 

Born in North London 
7th September, 1898, our first 
President and co-founder of the 
Society has been interested in 
postage stamps from his boyhood. 

During the First World War 
he served for two years with a 
searchlight section of the Royal 
Engineers. .Afterwards he became 
a medical student and qualified in 
1.926. He · has practised in the 
Palmer' s Green suburb of London 
since 19'28 and during the Second 
World War was Kedical Officer in 
charge of Casualty Services, A.R.P., 
for the Borough of Southgate. 

Always interested in languages 
he learned Esperanto in 1918 and 
later, in 1925, through this medium 
had a number ·of Russian Esperantist 
correspo:rdents o The stamps on their 
letters caught his interest and he at 
first collected Soviet issues. Later 
he turned. over to Imperials. Now his 
chief' interest lies in Postal 
History; Russia and Great Britain. 

With the late Mr.V.G.Pickering 
he founied our Society in 1936 and 
mostly due to his energy and 

persistence it has grown from a handful of members to its present assured position. 
· He has been Co-Editor of the Journal since its inception and his great fund of 

knowledge, acquired through Illllch research, has often been made evident in the pages 
of this am other Journals. 

Besides contributing so much to our progress Dr. Wortman has been 
President of the Hammersmith & Southgate Philatelic Societies, he is also a 
fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society. His displays have been many and varied; 
in 1949 he was awarded the Sef'ton-Fidian cup by the Postal History Society for a 
display and paper on the "Russian Postal Services in the Far East". 

Despite his professional practice and philatelic activities, "Alfred" is 
quite well known at home: Twenty years of marriage seem to have improved his 
zest for life and a son am daughter -who both hope to be physicists are no doubt 
added reasons f'or his constant geniality. 

J.B. 
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Fl£LnPOST FOST.MAR,KS 

1tcF.'.\llP111.1it no•1-;ronuii com:n,. PCHTJH. 
{;!1;10~ l'O~T .. \I.E 1·-;1n:11:,;1-;1.u;. HC:SHK 

OTHl'l,ITOE llltcJ.,10. --- CAlffE l'OST.\L 
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RUSSIAN FIELD POST OF THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR 1901/1905 

By K • .ADLER 

The last 25 years of the 19th century brought a definite alignment of,, 
the European powerso Germany, .Austria and Italy stood on one side, Russia and 
France on the other with Great Britain clinging to her traili. tional position of 
holding the balance of powero The peace that followed the Russo-Turkish War of 
1877/78 had put an end to Russian expansion westward and southward. For this 
reason, the Russians were seeking to w:iden their sphere of interest in the 
east. Their most important part there· was Vladivostok which was not an ice 
free harbour and the outlets from Vladivostok were in: Japanese hands. 

Japan at that time was very busy modernizing everything, including the 
Army and Navyo In 1894,· Japan had gained Formosa and the Liaotung peninsula 
on which Port Arthur is situated which had. been in Chinese hands. But only 
one year later the Japanese were forced by diplomatic intervention to evacuate 
Port Arthur. 

On the other hand Russia in 1896 had gained a concession from China 
to bui.ld: the Siberian Railwey from Chi ta to Vlaili. vostok. 

In 1898 Russia leased Port Arthur vm.ich was an ice free port from 
the Chinese for 25 years. 

The Boxer Rebellion in China 1900/01 weakened China more and more and 
enabled Russia to transport troops and ammunition to the area. 

The year 1902 brought a definite change in Japan's favour. Great 
Britain, reasonably certain of success in South Africa by that time and 
fearful of Russia's possible strong position in the Far East, effected an 
alliance with Japan to counterbalance this. Russia concl.uded a treaty with 
China and promised to evacuate Manchuria which she had held since the Boxer 
Revolt. 

This promise was only partly carried out in 1902. Russia stayed in a 
part of :Manchur.m. and established positions on the Yalu River opposite Korea. 
Japan protested and started longwinded negotiations with Russia in 1903. These 
dragged on as no connnon ground for discussion was found. In the meantime Russia 
reinforced her forces in the Far East and foreseeing the eventual l;>reakdown of 
negotiations, ordered mobilization on 28th January, 1904. The Japanese Cabinet 
decided on war on 4th February, seized Seoul on 8th February, attacked the Russian 
Fleet at Port Arthur on the 8th and 9th and 6n the 10th declared war. 

Japan' s modernized a.nny and navy and her nn.ich shorter lines of naval 
communications were the decisive factors in her victory. 

Below, I give a. few important battle dates. Perhaps the most important 
action was the naval battle of the Sea of' Japan (or Tsushima, as the Russians 
called it) with the annihilation of the Russian navy. 

Russia's position gradually became hopeless. On 8th June, 1905 
President Roosevelt started to intervene for peace and negotiations took 
place at Portsmouth. Russia v,as able through skilful diplomacy to avoid 
drastic losses of tern.tory and did not have to pay a:ny indemnities. 
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Important points of the peace treaty. 

1 o Russia acknowledges Japan's paramount interest in Korea. 

2o Evacuation by both Russia and Japan of Manchuria and its return to China, 
except for Port Arthur which was given up by Russia and leased to Japano 

3. The -southern half of Sakhalin was permanently ceded to Japan. 

4. Fishing rights along the Russian coast line in the Japan Sea, Bepring 
sea and Okhotsk sea were granted.to Japan by Russia. 

I 

The postal history of the Russian Field Post Of'fices is without doubt 
one of the most unknown fields of Russian philately. Whereas we can find a more 
or less elaborate literature in any other realm of' Russian postal history, the 
sources on which to base our research of Russian field posts are very scarce. 

The last known set of postal directives on the establishment of field 
post offices dates from 1890 and even such a thDrough student of Russian postal 
history as the late S.V.Prigara was not able to find any later .source of 
information. This is more understandable if we consider the fact that 
information about field posts, even if' they were administered by the postal 
authorities and not by the military, fell unde:r- the category "secret" and may 
well have given damaging information to the enemy. 

Prigara describes the 1890 directives of the Main Administration f'or 
Post and Telegraph. He adds that these directives must have f'ound their first 
practical. use during the Boxer Revel t. of 1900-01 ; thep they guided the field 
post services of the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 and the first World War of' 
1914-17 (It ended in 1917 as f'ar as Russia was concerned). We may assume that 
Prigara is right until the inception of the f'irst World War when the size of' 
the arnw, the vastness of the areas of war and the beginning of motorization 
JID.Ist have necessitated a new set of directives. These, however, are not known 
to us yet. 

The foremost philatelic expert of' field posts, A.E .Glasewald devotes 
a f'ew pages of his boo~ "Die Post im Kriege", published 1913, to Russian field 
post cancellations. However, he gives only one example of a cancellation of' the 
Balkan War ( 1877/78), another one for the Boxer Revel t. He describes 14 different 
cancellations and several labels and cachets of' Russian field post offices during 
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05. His book, a source of' information which is almost 
unknown to Russian philatelists of today_9 as well as son:e lucky hunting which 
produced a number of' covers to some of' my fellow philatelists and myself' are the 
basis f'or this article. 

Prigara spends exactly two lines of this subject. There does not seem 
to exist a Russian or .Japanese philatelist who could cover this f'ield in the 
manner in which the excellent Bulgarian philatelic author Franz See covered the 
Russian field post in Bulgaria during the Balkan war of' 1877/78 (Rossica No .39). 
It may, therefore, be a worthwhile effort to open this specialized field to 
discus.s:i.on. 

The author asks fellow members to look through their stamp and cover 
collections f'or additional material and to send him descriptions or designs of 
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cancellations which have not yet been deBcribed in this article. Credit will be 
given in any addenda published. 

Even this first beginning could not have been contemplated without the 
help of Dr.G.B.Salisbury, llr.H.G.Schenitz, Mr.Arthur Shields and Dr.L.S.Snegiref:f 
who let me look over their rich material and take notes at leisure. They also 
added valuable information from their rich experience in the field of Russian 
philately and to" them I tender iqy- thank~r for their cooperation. 

n 
A study of the postmarks· of the Russo-Japanese War 1904-05 reveals 

several different categories of Field Post Offices which used special cancellers 
for mill tary as well as civilian mails to and from the front. 

In the first place there are the not infrequently found postmarks of 
the · Main Field Post Office;_ This office. had the function · of sorti~ con-espondence 
to and from the army. Postmarks are usually found. on loose one ruble stamps of 
the 1904 issu~. Secondly, we have to enumerate the whole range of the ordinary 
Field Post Offices. I£ Prigara quotes the figure 26 for the mun ber of field 
post offices during the Boxer Revel t of 1900-01 , we must assume that this figure 
would be greatly augmented for the 1904-05 war wi. th its · increased number of 
participating armies. The highest munber of an ordinary field post office which 
we · were able to establish bears the figure 30. But this does not mean anything 
in itself since man;y field post offices were attached to army units, which would 
make the overall number considerably greater. 

At the end of the Boxer revolt the Ru.ssian Field Post Offices were still 
functioning~ A regulation which caine out much later ordered the closing of all 
Field Post Offices by the end of 1903. But this regulation was never put into 
effect. The established Field Post Offices functioned right on to the Russo
Japanese War and their eristen~ at the outbreak of this war made · the organisation 
-of. the Field Post for 1904-05 much easier for the authorities. 

At the end of 1903 there were 33 Field Post and Telegraph offices still 
open. 

Therefore it would be very difficult to establish an earliest date for 
the use· of fiel.i;l post cancellations for the 1904-05 war. But it may be interesting 
to cite a postcard from DalJ::y (Dairen) which was cancelled by the 17th F .P .O:f'fice 
of the Priamur district and bears the date 18 Jan.04. 

We have not been able to establish the exact number and distribution of 
all field post offices in :Manchuria during the war period. Data, however, is 
available for the 1 st :Manchurian Army. During the later period of the vrar that 
alone had seventeen offices functioning, among them six Corp F.P.O' s. 

Thirdly we have to mention the Reserve Field Post Offices which, according 
to the 1890 regulations, were to be established vm.enever possible at different 
points of the theatre of war or at places where the army divisions were situated. 
Among the postmarks described is one with the number 30. This shows that a 
considerable number of these Reserve ~ield Post Offices must have functioned. 

In the fourth place we note that lll8.IW field post offices were attached 
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to Anny Groups and Arrey- Corps. Their duty was to receive and to give out 
correspondence. Some of' them IID.lst have had more than one f'ield post of'f'ice, 
according to the available material o However, one IID.lst be careful in evaluating 
the postmarks which were noted by Glasewaldo · He shows only two pictures of 
postmarks and his. descriptions of' the other cancellations are not :free f'rom errors 
and mistakes of' translation. He also omits to mention dates, as well as asterisks 
and letters or mmibers :found on the postmarks. To the mmiber of' Corps Field Post 
O:f:fices - according to the 1890 regulations - IIU1st also be added the category of' 
General Head Quarters Field Post 0:ff'ice. 

Fif'th in our list should be a few Field Post 0:ff'ices with attached town 
names. These postmarks, with the names o:f larger towns are most probably the 
beginning o:f the Imlch more :frequent use of' town names :for Main Field Post O:f:fices 
during the :first World War. The "Etaponoye" :field post o:f:fices of' the 1914..;17 
war may also have been derived from this. The "Etappe" is the whole administrative 
region in the rear o:f the :front and reserve positions. Their administration during 
war time passes from civilian hands to the military. Usually, a fairly large town 
f'onns the administrative centre. During the 19~-05 war the only towns which can 
be established as having had :field post o:ff'ices were those of' Kharl>in, Lyaoyan and 
Tsitsikar~ 

And lastly, the :fast developing Telegraph service established offices 
which also took care o:f despatching :field post correspondence and had its own 
postmarkso 

In all 1 we divide the f'ield post cancellations into 6 groups which will 
be numbered f'rom. A to F. 

III 

All f'ield post cancellations are either double or single circles, 
usually of' the unif'orm size of 29 m.mo :for the double circles, al though some 
have been :found of' a smaller size (25 m.m.) , namely the Telegraph Head Quarters 
post:ma.rlcs. The single circle postmarks are 26 m.m. wide. The dateline is either 
of the 3 line type with Roman numerals designating the months, or the later one
line type with Arabic numerals throughout. Usually, the double circle postmarks 
contain asterisks and Russian letters, the single circle C{a.Ilcellation small :figures. 
But there are individual exceptions. 

Some of' the postmarks are put on f'ree rrank Service Correspondence, almost 
always with the addition of' a label or cachet denoting the particular unit of' the 
writer9 s anned serviceso Registered and insured correspondence always had to be 
franked with valid Russian stamps. In some cases, one f'inds mixed f'ranks of' Russian 
and Russian Of'f'ices in China stamps (see photostat). Insured correspondence had to 
be sealed with wax (see Dr.Snegiref:f' s article in No.9 of' this Journal p.201) The 
beautiful wax impressions serve as an added means of' deciphering the occasionally 
not very clear postmarks. 

It would be very interesting to delve into the story of labels and cachets 
of f'ield post covers. Howeverj this would be an endless undertaking, since not 
only every regiment, but every battalion had its own way o:f identif'ication. 
However, I would like to mention one beautiful rubber sta.nq:,ed red impression of the 
"First Class Cruiser" Gromoboi, Vladivostok, on a cover postmarked Vladivostok, 
15th December 1904 to St.Petersburg1 backstaIT4>ed 5th Jan (or Febr.) 19050 Although 
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thi.s is not a Field Post Cancellation, it deserves mention since it originated 
dnring war tiloo on a Russian warship. 

Although the war did not break out until February 10th, field post cancellatioru 
bear earlier dates. :Mr .Arthur Shields most graciously presented me with a 
postcard., written from Dalny and cancelled on 18 January 1904 with the postmark 
of the 17th Field Post Office. This shows that the Russian Army was in a state o:f 
preparedness some time before the actual declaration of war and had their :field 
post offices organized. The contents o:f the postcard are also enlightening .. 
Writing in Ge:r:man to his parents in Kiel, Germany, the writer says: "It looks as 
if Spring would start here pretty soon." Nothing else. This seems to indicate 
pretty clearly that the writer used a code to convey to his parents that war 
was nearo Otherwise, how could he announce the early arrival of Spring on 
Jarmary 18th? 

Although the peace treaty ·o:f Portsmouth was ratified on 10th October 1905, 
much later dates can be :found on :field post cancellationso The latest date we 
were able to establish so far is 17th March, 1906. This shows that the field post 
servi.ces functioned for a long time which was probably conditioned by the slow 
red.epl.oyment o:f the Russian armies. 

V. 

Before charting the different categories of field post cancellations we 
deem it necessary to give some o:f the most pertinent data of the Russo-Japanese 
war. 

.!.2.Q.5-

February 5 
February 10 
April 30 
August 23 -
September 5 
August 7 • 
August 10 

J a.m1ary 2 
February 18 -
March 10 
September 5 
September 13 
October 14 

Break-off of diploma.tic relations 
Official declaration of war. 
Battle of the Yal.u. 

Battle of Lyaoyang. 
Beginning o:f siege o:f Port Arthur 
Naval battle of Yellow Sea 

Surrender of Port Arthur 

Battle o:f Mukden. 
Treaty of Portsmouth signed 
The Armistice 
Peace treaty ratified. 

At the beginning of the war the Russian .Armies consisted of the 1 st, 4th, 
8th, 10th, 16th and 17th Army Corps and of six Siberian Army Corps. The 7th 
Siberian Army Corps consisted only of one Division. The 9th, 13th and 19th Army 
Corps were sent to Manchuria.9 but arrived too late for actual war service. Altogether, 
there were about 100 miles of telegraph wire in Manchuria, some of it belonging to 
European companies o There was also some Marconi equipment for telegraph servic·e 
between Army Groups. Very little is known about the organization of the :field post 
service. It was in charge o-f a State Counsellor, And.reyev$ who was charged with 
organization and operation o:f post and telegraph lines in the ~e..tre of operations 
not occupied by troops. The 3 bureaus· under him··.were presided over b;y_.,.the field 
i.nspectors of the postal., telegra;ph and postal transportation services. 
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VI 

Explanation o-f' Russian Words 

Glavnaya (and abbrev.) = Head Zapasnaya ( and abbrev.) = Reserve 
Polevaya " " Field Korpusnaya " If Corps = = 
Pochtovaya " II Post Armi.ya If " = Army = 
Kontora II " Of'-f'ice Kvartira n " = Quarters = 
Okru.ga " " = Pistrict 0tdyel . " " Departnent 

Inscri::etion Stars · Letters Circle Date ~ Source 
.2.!: d=double ~ -

· Numbers -~=-9..Ly;le _ 1 or • 
lines ' - ·-

A. Fiel .d Post 0-f'-f'i ces 

1 • Glavneya .polev. pocht. kont ]OE a d 16-1-Ql+- 1 HoShenitz 
2n ·" " " " ]OE J'(b) d -~6-2-05 1 H,Shenitz 

Glasewald 
3 . " " II II 

]OE t-(v) d 3-3-06 1 Dr .Snegire-f'f 
4. II " II " 3BE i,(g) d ? 1 " 
B. Field Post 0f-f'ices 

1 • No .4 polevaya pocht .Kontora 1 s 18-IX-05 3a K.Adler 
priamur. okr. 

2 . No.7 pol.pocht . Kan. -lb.a. 1 s ? 3 Glase'\'"frild 
amur. ·Oler • 

. 3 • . polev~a pochtoveya Kontora 1 a 19-XII -O~. 3 K • .Adler 
No.28 

4 . polevaya pocht.Kont. Ne30 ? s 3-VII -0~ 3 H.Shenitz 
5 ,. No . 17 polev, pocht. Kon. ' 

priamur. okr. c. 1 s 18-1-04 3 A.Shields 
a. colour purple b . from Station Khandazhedzhi c . f'rom Dal.ny 

c. ·Reserve Field Post Of'f'ices 

1. 6 Zapasnaya polev ~ pocht. JE!( d 1 Glasewal.d 
~ont. 

2 . polev. _zap. N 23 p.K. 38£ d 23-9-05 1 Dr. Snegiref'f 
2 Arm •. 

3. 30 zapasn. polev. pocht. J£]f '7( v) d 12-4-05 1 H.Shenitz 
Kont. -
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InscriEtion _Stars Letters Circle ~ Date Source 
.2.!: d: doubl e ~ 

Numbers s=siil,ltle 1 or 3 
line s 

D. Ann;y: and Army Co!:Es Field Post i 
also Head -~v.rters F .P. 

1 • 4- pol. p.K.4- li. Ko. 3 mandzh s Glasewald 
ann. 

2 . poleveya Korpusn. No.1 pooht. 
Kont.· 3£ ~(-g) d 28-1-05 1 K.Adler .. 

H.Shenitz 
3. poleveya Korpusn. No .2 pooht. 

Kont . d Glasewald 
4 . 4 pol. poch. Kon. 1 et arm. 

Korp. s • 
5 ~ 3 pol.· pooh. Kon.3 17th ann. 

Korp. d tl 

6 • . polev. pooh. sibir. ann.Korp H.Shenitz 
N.4 cf(b) d 25-6-04 1- Glasewald 

7. polev. pochtov. Kant. 
6 sibir. Korp. !EX a d 21 - 6-05 1 K.Acller 

8 . polev. poch tov. Kant. ~ 

6 sibir. Korp. !DE 1 d ~2~-05 1 It 

9. Glavnaya Kvartira pol. Dr.Snegirett 
poch. Kon. ![ a d 11 3-7-05 1 Glasewald 

10. Glavnaya Kvartira pol. 
poch. Kon. !£ a (g) d 9-8-05 · 1 Dr.Snegiref'f' 

11. pal. poch. Kon. gl_. 
Kvart . 2nd mandzh a.nn::i.i 2 s ~7-VI-05 3 Glasewald 

E . Field Post Offices with Town Names 

1 • Kharl>in Gorodok Korpus 1E]£ d 1 Glasevrald 
2 , Laoyan polev. pocht. Kon~. !DE d 1 " 
3 . Tsitsikar polev~ p . t.K . a · ~7~3-06 H.Shenitz 

F. Field Post Telegraph Offices 

1 • GlavnayaKvartira pol. tel. K.Adler 
otd. !DE a d ~1-3-05 1 Dr.Snegireff 

2 . Telin, polev. tel . otd. K.Adler 
. priam. o-K. 1 l30-I-05 3 Glas ewald 
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.AIRMAIL C.ACEE.rS ON COVERS OF POLAND 1920-1939 

By E. ARKH.ANG-UELSKY 

• 

POC1TA -t.OTNf CA 
l PO srr AE Rl E.Nttt 

~-
POCZ'l'A lOTNICZA 
POSTE AERIENNE: 

1 

Pocita lotnicu 
KRAKOW1-

,s. 

MMlfS1tO Pf7T~ LOTNlCZA -
Nades\ta. Pf zta_ jotnic1 '\ 

Naclud'\. 

.Lotnic %-cl"' 
Pclr4~on 

1G 

r~l~ 
J!,_ -
JI[ 

(Poste a~rienne I 
1t 

Until the issue of einndl labels, ''P.AR.AVI0N/LOTNICZA, all air 
correspondence dealt with in Polar~d (Werse.vr, Lodz, Krakow, Poznan, G-dansk, 
Katowice etc.) bore a hand.stamp in one or two lines and in different colours, 
black, red, violet, blue or reddish-lile.c. On some appeared an inscription 
drawn by himd v.d. th a black or coloured pencil = "Per avian" or ''Poczta 
lotnicza". 

Below ere given details and illustrdions of the various cachets, 
these are slightly less thE.n actual size:-

1 • 1920-1923, ,·.d. thout frame, two lines, ''POCZTA/LOTNICZ.A - FOSTE .AERIE:t-.'NE" 
size 56 x 11 mm, red. 
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2. 1921-1926, in f'rane, "Par Avion", size- 36 x 11., or 45 x 15 mm:, violet, red, 
blue, reddish-lilac .. 

3. 1923-1-928, in frame, two lines "P.AR AVION - przez Poczta Lotnicza.", 51 x · 16 mn, 
violeto 

00 

4. 1924 in f'rame, "Pos.te· aerienne" 89 x 13 lIDll, black o 

5o 1925 without frame in: two lines,· "Poczta Lottti.cz-al/Par avion!" 32 x-10 nm, 
violet.· 

6~ 1925-1928 in :frame "S.AM.O:LCY.rEM"/by airopla.ne- 33 x 11 mm. red, violet. 

7 •· · 1926-1928 in frame in two ll,ne-s, "POCZTA LC1.rNIOZA/,P.AR AVION",. violet. 

8. 1926-1·928 1n· :f'ra1le "PAR AVION" 4-7 x 14 mm, red, reddish-lilac~ . . 
9 ..-- 1926 in :f"rai!e in: tw ;Lines, "POCZTA U>TNICz.A/POSTE $JENNE" 65 x 20 mm, red, 

viol.et. 

1 O o 1927 in f'rame one- line· "Poste- Aerienne" 45 x 11 mm; l,"ed. 

11. 1927 in frame one line- ~oste· aerienne.n 54 x 10 mm, black. 

12. 1927 in frame one.line "Par avi.on•· 40 x 8 DIII4 red. 

13~ 1927 without frame one line· ttr.oTN!CZA" 38 x 1'6 mm. black. 

14 .. 1929 in f'rsme one line- "Par aviontt 48 x 15 mm • . red, · .. 
15., 1929 in frame, ~ -line:s "FOOZTA I.DrNIQZ1/KRAKOW " 49 x 26 red •. 

. . 

160 1929 without frame, two line's., Lotnicze/P~ avion" 15 x 19 mm .. black. 

The arrival cachets' 

I 1926-1930-11:i.thout f'rame one line "NAilE.5ZLA POCZTA LCYrNICZA" 75 x 9 mm, red, 
black. . 

ll 1929 without frame one line "Nadeszl 1'l poczta lotmcza" 82 x 7 llJl!l• black. 

III 1923 in frame two -1ines "Nadeszla Poczts/Lotnicza"'· 48 x 23 mm. red. 

IV 1925 in frame t-wo lines "Nad.eszle/Poczta Lotnicza'' 40 x 21 mm. black. 

V 1934 in frame two ·1ines "Nadeszl.o/poczta lotnicza" 34 x 20 mm. red. 
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.AMERICAN S.AMOV AR 

By DR. GRmORY B. SALISBURY 

During the early days o:f the British Colonies in New England, "overactive" 
town gossips were frequently jailed.· Imagine how one o:f those old crones must 
have felt, locked up in a •solitsr.r",· unable to spout choice tit._bits · out of her 
mouth; and i:f you can do ·so.,. ·you will sympathise with your old gossipy Samovar,· 
silent for nearly a year! · 

Visitors have been plentif'ul since- the last report.· The first one was· 
the genial R.A.Peters of Detroit·, Michigan, who. spent the day 1~ over my 
Imperial collection o:f Russia and my specialised collection o:f Great Britain,: · and. 
discussing his extensive collection not on1y in our field, but also the postal 
history of the City of Detroit, the State. o:f Michigan,.· and that o:f Canada. 
li'.Julius·Fohs followed, the lea.rnedTexan'Who looks like ·George Arliss the actor, 
and mo speaks just as interestingly. Our geologist brought not only philatelic 
news but also accounts of his world wide · travels·. Af'ter viewing our stail'.!P 
treasures we wound up· the · dey- visi. ting Le.ster Gl.ass~ just out or hospital. a:f"ter 
a lengthy and near-fatal bout with an unknown -virus • . Captain de .Shramchenko paid 
several visits br.i.nging git"ts o:f the mutes o:f Lodz. and Dvinsk, · as we1l as field 
post postmarlcs, • triangular with III. used in Galicia,.. -which · seems to' be that of 
the Russian occupation troops- in T"arnopol,· and a siliiilar one but with 114 of 
Lvov, all most welcome and · as :fine· as his. Ukrainian jokes. and anecdptes. 

Ed Wisewell final.ly kept his promise and cane down from Boston, loaded 
with eleven huge albums of Wrangels and specialised Anns types:. We retired to 
my stamp room, where we spent the entire day viewing each other's albums. 
Several items should be recorded :from Ed1 s holdings,; One is Scott No.87, · 
S .. G.106., pert. 11"½ on wove paper,. not listed, another is a Wra:ngel cover 
postmarlced Oonstantinopole Jan 6; 1921,·· and addressed to. S0100one iri. Oonstantinopole, 
bearing on. 1ne :race a registry rubber stang;> in bl.ue "No .. 48 Ru,sm.an :Post in 
Oonstantinopol.e" in three lines.· Just above· is written "Registered"·• Ed tells 
me this· is the :first cover that "lie'--o ·· seen. with a registered number on a Wrangel 
Post i tein. There is· a hitch to the cover, however, as the rate :for a registered 
letter was increased on Jan. 1st 1921 to 20;000 Roubles and thi.S J.etter with a 
block of 6 ;- and horizontal strip o:f four o:f the 1 ,000 Roubles on 5 kop. brown 
(pert.) thus 10,000, was really obsolete on this· date, according to our knomedge. 
Im added point o:r inte~st here was an accompa.rzying registcy receipt. 

/moth.er item worthy of note is a postcard received by Mr. Wisewell from 
Mr.Huddy used by the Russian forces on the Western front in Prance. The Imperial 
arms and value· on the right are blocked out by a bl.ack rectangle, with 
''Franchise postale" written below. · · Across the top of the card is wr.i tten 
-Voennoye Pisino" or "Mili tsr.r Letter" and "France-Russia" in Russian. These are 
separated by a cluster o:r flags in. colour, two · of Russia; two of France. The 
second line is: "Correspondence Mi.li taire" and "France~ssie". The right side 
of" the card shows "Ad.~ss" -iri Russian and five lines for it, the top line 
starting with "r" for Gospodin or Mister. Below the five lines is "Russie~Russia" 
the second word in Russian. The left side of the card has nine . lines with 
printed headings such as name, regiment, battal.ion, squad or platoon, post or 
depot of the regiment and directions. The reverse eide of the letter card has 
four lines of directions on top stating that the sender II1USt give the card to the 
one in charge of" the post, and not to write anything that may reveal posi.tions to 
the enemy, otherwise the card will not be sent to its destination. 
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Kurt Adler, a regular visitor whenever the Metropolitan Opera Compa.n;y 
visits Philadelphia, brought along his albums of Fieldpost recently strengthened 
by the additions of Balkan (1878), Russo-Japanese (1905-06) and Batum covers. He 
was asked to incorporate all the wealth of materi.al on hand into an article for our 
Journal, and he readily agreed. 

Rimma Sklarevski Caine to Philly, but did not find the Samovar at home, 
as he was steaming at the beach of Atlantic City viewing figures, but not on 
surcharged Romanovs. Rimma e:xhibited recently at the Collectors Club of New York, 
during the "Baltimore Night", and. his show was well received. 

It will be impossible to comment on all the interesting letters received 
from various members during the past year. Frarcis V .Hudson of Long Island 
writes for a coII1IOOnt on a photo of the Mountain Republic cover shown in the 
"Stamps" magazine (July 31). The area is now known as Da.ghestan, once the 
Moslem Republic of Da.ghestan, and developed after the occupation by Soviets in 
1919 into one of the twelve autonomous Soviet Socialistic Republics. Three of 
the Imp. Russian stamps of' 1909-12 iss. overprinted in 1921 with a solid star in 
a circle and the initials GSSR { GorskS¥a Sozialisticheskaya Sovietskaya Respublika) 
are shown, bearing cancellation "Vladikavka.z 8.23.2211 and transit marks of 
Novorossiisk (8/29/22) and of Moscow. There is also the arrival mark of Revel, 
Estonia 10.8.22. Shortness of time of use, and the extremely little letter 
writing done in this region anyway, makes a letter of this type quite a scarce one. 

R.Lee Black, attorney, of Des Moines, Iowa sent a chatty letter dealing with 
his collection and the recent publicity given to our Society and our publication 
in the editorial, the Literary Notes, and the Literary Ind.ex of the American 
Philatelist, by its able editor David Lidman. Yes, the fact that the Journal 
reaches at least 12,000 members in U.S.A., all of its libraries, museums and 
universities, as well as all parts of the world makes this fact a useful one in 
our ever active quest for new members. Wm. Stephen of Scotland came through with 
several lengthy an:i most informative letters, so crammed with data about the 
Russian Post in Sinkiang, that af'ter reading them, all were preserved in the :file 
on this fascinating and little known field of our speciality. 

A correspondent whose letters share the same f'ate, is Dr .L.S .Snegi:reff, 
His recent letters show the acquisition of two large oval postmarks of Tiflis 
1851 and 1852 respectively, type illustrated in Prigara (his was 1854) "IZ TIFLISA 
OTPRAVLENO" in Russian. Incidentally, Prigara' s was with inverted date" He also 
secured a straight line "VENDEN OTPRAVLENO" , of 1856 in two lines. Translation 
of the former is "SENT FROM TIFLIS" while the latter is simply "WENDEN SENT". Other 
acquisitions were two steamboat postmarks ".ASTRAKH.AN-NLJNI" and "NIJNI-.ASTRAKHAN" 
mentioned in Prigara, and the piece de resistance, a postage due marking of the 
steamboat ''PmM-NLJNI" on a card addressed abroad. This has not been reported 
anyvmere in the past, as far as I know, run Len agrees. 

Seymour Gibrick of California adds his bit to the news and tells that 
.Arthur Shieldsj our Hollywood actor has dug up a large lot of' Soviet postal 
stationery issued during the War of 1941-4-5, many pieces carrying war slogans. 
As f'or Seymour himself, he'd collected a stomach ulcer, and some fine Imperial 
postal stationery, as well as St .Petersbourg and Zemstvo entires . 

Several of our members were in the philatelic press. "Occupation 
Azerbeyedjan" overprints as discussed by P. T. Ashf'ord in our journal received 
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mention in the Mercury Stamp Journal.~ giving the author and our society f'ine 
publicity " Dr.Wortman' s "The First 7k stamp of Russia" was also mentioned 9 and 
S"D "Tchilinghi:rian' s "The Ship Postmarks on the Caspian Sea" . As previously 
mentioned al.l of' our articles 9 and authors were listed in the Literary Index of 
the American Philatelist _9 covering the 1.ast f'ew issues of' our Journal. Collectors 
Club reviewed the book ''Postage Stamps of Arn:enia" by Messrs.S.D.Tchili.nghiri.an 
and P. T c Ashford, and reviews of the book were likewise made by all other major 
philatelic publications~ all giving a most f'avourable comm:mt. Our member 
Fritz Billig has published in his Billig' s Handbook Vol..20. the Wrangel Post 
with Kethro, Ashf'ord. and Haverbeck as the contributors . Waldo V.Kenworthy 9 

e:xecuti ve of' the Chicago' s Austin Philatelic Club was recently pictured in the 
"Stamps" magazine, viewing some of' the pages of' the Cardinal Spell.man stamp 
coll.ection. Our member Dr.W.M.Eisin: won the Grand Award f'or his collection of 
Lithuanian Postal Hi.story at the Lithpex emibition of' the Lithuania Phi.latelic 
Society , Fred W .Speers, publisher of' California newspapers 9 and our active 
member, recently vi.si. ted Russia, with a group of' other newspapennen, and he 
has promised us an article about philately behini the Iron Curtain. Incidentally, 
those 'Who are interested in this angle should. read the 11Janus Reports :from the · 

11.~Z ,. S .R." in the Western Stamp Collector of' Mey 18, 1954-. 

It has been our custom in the past to write up a biography or two of 
our members, ere tackling the literary revi.ew an:l the auction notes . In this 
i .ssue we have slated Albert Gold and Eugene Archanguelsky both eminent 
phi.latelists. Mr oGold is an artist of note, born in a village called Raigorod~ 
Kie-v Guberniaj Russia . Raigorod :neans Paradise City j and that is a f'ine spot. f'or 
birthi,· I assure you. To make the place sweeter9 there was a sugar refinery in 
the vi]lageo When he was. f'our the family moved to :Mogilev-Podolski. 9 and lived 
there until 1921 9 at -which time the family moved. again.o travelling through 
RoumaniaJ Hu.ngary_9 Jugoslavia, Germany ll etc. and finally reached the .Vnited 
States in 1923. Being acti.stically endowed, MroGold entered the Rhode Island. 
School of' design, am. supported himself' by painting everything, including houses . 
He has painted just ,iliout everything in the State University Library, from its 
outhouses to its beautif'ul murals. He has exhibited paintings in nearly every 
state i.n the u.ni.on9 and his works grace the wall.a of the Providence Mu~um,, and 
the Fogg Museum, Cambridge j as well as many private collections. Philate1ical1y 
he was precocious 9 starting at the age of' eight, however collecting seri.ously since 
1925 " · He is interested in all phases of' Russian philately 9 especially Zem.stvos 9 

Republics of the Revolutionary period.9 and all coverso He has been recently elected 
President of the Kent County Philatelic Soci.ety, a.rrl -when he is not busy 
conducting meetingsj painting murals, and other f'orms of artistic expression9 he 
turns to stamps as his hobby and business, carrying on quite an extensive trade in 
stamps and covers. 

To write a complete biography of' Eugene M..Archanguelsky, one of' the few 
remaining giants of' Russian philately, woul.d. take an immense munber of' pages 9 

but we must be brief', He was born in 1881 in Radzivilov 9 Volynia Guberni.a_,, moving 
to Plotzk 9 Polish Kingdom.j in ~ 883. He contracted the phil ateli.c disease f'rom his 
instructor at the age of sevenj and by the end of' his gymnazia days had gathered 
an e .xtensi ve collection of' British Colonies 9 and began to turn his activities to the 
stamps of Russia. In 1899 he already had the mint No ,I,and the inverted background. 
2 kop . green 1883. He entered Warsavr University, but. later transferred to the 
mi]i.tary school and became an of'f'icer, serving during the war years ~d not 
bothering with philately between 1900-1 919 , He also worked as a war correspondai t'I 
and. wrote a book. In 1920, in Kerch, he bought at an auction a collection of Russian 



stamps., among them two rarities, a pair o:f 3 kopo impe:rfo 1886 and 3o50 roubles 1884 
with vertical lines, however this collection was stolen during the evacuation :from 
Sevastopol to Constantinopoleo .Afterwards he moved to Bulgaria, and :finally to 
Jugoslavia, where he now residesll ill :from war wounds, and materially in a poor 
condition. 

In Jugoslavia he began to collect again, and to contribute to the local 
philatelic press, as well as to "Stamp Collecting"., "Gibbons Monthly", "L'Echangiste 
Uni. verselle" etc. He also began to collect airpost. In 1924- he began plans :for 
:f:'onning a philatelic society among the emigres, and in 1929 this was accomplished., 
w:i.th the aid of Babenko, Chebotkevich, Vitkovsky, Sokolov, Buchalov, Prigara, 
Rachmanov, Schmidt and other :famous philatelists o The Name o:f the society was 
"Russian Soc. o:f Philatelists in Jugoslavia" publishing the Rossica Journal. In 
1940 Rossica, as the society was called rrunibered more than 600 members! For his 
Journal, he recei. ved :four prizes at the International E:xhibitionsi> and medalso 
Vie~a 1933., Konigsberg 1935, Zefib-Belgrade 1937, and Praga 1938. At present he 
is working on a philatelic dictionary in :four languages (English, French, German 
and Russian) o During the past 32 years he had published hundred o:f articles, * 

mai.nly on ail.l)ost in most o:f the major philatelic publications o:f the world, and 
aided Sanabria, in his fonnation ruxi correction of the airpost catalogue. 

Two years ago Mr o~anguelsky along with AoChebotkevich and AoLavrov 
i3Ucceeded in reviving Rossica Society, achieving over a hundred members during the 
first year. An In:fonnation Bulletin was issued monthly ii a small but inf'ormative 
publ:icationo Now material is complete :for issuing the first Rossica Journal 
after a lapse of many years o The English ed.i. tion under the editorship o:f 
DroGoB,Salisbu:cy, aided by Associate Editor MroRimma Sklarevskill is about to go to 
press o The Russian edition, :fonned by the pooling of material written in both 
tongues) and translated, is being published by MroA.Lavrov., o:f Ga:rfield, New Jersey, 
aided. by the editorial conmd.ssion composed o:f E.Marcovich o:f Caracas, Venezuela., 
and A.Chebotkevich o:f Lake Forest Illinois, who is also President of the Society. 
Mr.Archanguelsky is the Honorary President. A third edition, in French is planned, 
under the editorship o:f B.Legky o:f Belgiumc As you will note some of the leaders 
are members o:f BoSoRoPo Their aim is to work closely with B.S.R.P. and the :first 
issue., in the Literary Review9 dwells at great length on the cohtents of the past 
few issues of our Journal.11 urges Ros·sica members to join B.S.R;P! and appeal.s to 
our members to join Rossica.11 so as to enable members o:f both to receive more 
publications each year about their speciality and to give non-English reading 
members a chance to contribute in:formation so vital to us and to reprint classic 
articles f'rom the old Rossica pages, otherwise lost to EngU.sh and :!merican 
collectors.· Also to bring the pages of other journals written in Russian, and rich 
wi th phil.atelic fare si before our members si and to exchange research material so as 
to :form a loose federation 1 :mutually helpf'ul to both, each retaining its own 
control, but shari.ng in the pleasures of our great hobbyo Needless t<;> state 1 as 
the editorial forcibly expresses the point in the new publication., the venture is 
purely philatelic. Dues are ~3o00 per year, and :four journals are planned. Just 
as we said to the Rossica members "Join B.SoR.P." so we say now., "Join Rossica! ", 
increase your library, and your philatelic fun. 

The philatelic press in the U.S. received a big boost when the Life 
magazine came out recently, featuring stamps on cover, and many pages within, :f'ull 
of photos o:f rare stamps, covers and famous philatelists.11 the rare stamps 
photographed in colour. One page of rarities was worth more than t200.ooo, This 
should give our hobby a great stimulus. American Philatelist recently :featured 
our Society and its members, and now is running an article by James Couch on the 
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.. 
philatelic bmstory of .Alaska, dwelling a bit on the Russian occupatiOn9 prior 
to its sale to U.S. :Editor Lid.man has likewise contracted to publish serially the 
"Romanov Tercentennary Issue of' 1913" in the near future, of' course giving our 
society its due. Western Stamp Collector likewise is serialising articles on 
Alaska by R.Mill.er, so is the "Arctic Philatelist" which specialises iri the arctic 
countries. Collectors Club of' N.Y. recently printed an article by V.Rachmanov on 
Russia No .I, a "must" in every libx-ary ~ "Stamps" magazine recently published an 
article "TheM:arch of' the 80,000" a story about the f'ieldpost of the Czech Arrrzy- in 
Siberia. The S.P.A. Journal likewise published an interesting article in our 
field, United Action Before Korea" about the Boxer Rebellion. Mercury Stamp 
Journal has a serialised stud3' of' the European Classics and is now covering the 
stamps and the postal history of Finland, gi vi.ng much data use:ful in our field. 
Aerophilatelists News- and Annal.a have an immense amount of airpost information in 
our field, mainly written by their eminent editor a.M.Goodkirid, and by our E.1l. 
Archanguelsky. 

The philatelic market has been very brisk. I received an "advert" letter 
offering a block of four mint Romanov 2 kop with all double perforations.; at t 24.00 . also maey perforation freaks among Romanovs. From another deal.er a 
20/ 14 misplaced surcharge $5 .00, a similar block of 2 kop . double perf. as of'fe:red 
by the previous dealer, but for only _$10.00 a vertical pair of J kop . with off 
perf, cutting the design at the "3" for t7 .00, a block of' four 3 kop. creased, 
producing a f'reak perf: . f'or $18.00, a used block of f'our 4kop . with f'old 9 causing 
freak pe:r.f' . t19 . oo , a 25 ko;p. freak perf, due to a shif't 9 f'or A .00 and E¥·double 
perf . block of' 50 kop for ,314.00. A collector sent me two Batum postcards~ a 
35kop ovpt. on 4k Russia 1909-12 adhesive affixed to one card9 and the same 
overprint · awlied to the 4k Romanov postcard. He also offered a full sheet of the 
Romanov 3 rouble stamps, for $1500 and asked $125 . for the card with the stamp; 
as for the regular postcard with overprint, the scarcer of course 51 I was siq>ly 
told to bid on it, If' I were rich! 

Billig and Rich recently presented a beautif'ul. copy of Levant No.3, 
Scott, 20 kopo used f'or $20CL also a Russia Noo12o2 copies plus No.15 (S.G.; same 
nos) bisected, . tied to. cover,.· estimated price being $40(). Harmer Rooke & Co. 
recently auctioned of'f' Russia 62b, 1905· 15k, centre inverted tied on piece. for 
$100. Kent Stamp Co. presented Siberia items,-. the 1921 20k on 3k maroon and grey 
green oog . signed Kosack, Lissuik, for1f125 . and 15k. on 20k. blue and carmine- the 
error in vertical pair with normal stamp o . g . probably unique , signed Kosack 
(69 .9 69a Siberia) at $5000 F.R.Ferryman offered a cheap but interesting item.9 
a cover 1915 Fieldpost, cancelled Russ .Auto Corps in France, at $5 " Mercury 
Stamp Compaey presented two outstanding collections of f'ieldpost covera ll and as 
our member Kurt Adler walked off with the cream of' the sale 9 we shall await his 
promised article to give our readers the interesting details • 

.ANNUAL DISPLAY COMP.E!UTION 

At the Anrrual General Meeting the Committee decided that the above 
should be held in October 1955 following the A.G.}!o Will all intending 
competitors please let Mro.Ash.ford know the subject of their exhibit as 
early as possible. 
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THE T.AMBOV ffiOVISIONJ.L 

By A. CRONIN 

This stamp, sometimes referred to also as the "Tulinovka Provisional• 
is illustrated and described on page 88 of the 1933 Soviet Catalogue under 
No.540. 

The catalogue states that when the internal letter rate rose from 
10k. to 15 k. from the 1 st July, 1931, a shortage of atamps of the latter 
value resulted at soxre offices. To meet the demand, the Tembov Postal 
District authorities had a supply of the current 10k. Worlcer type surcharged 
"1,5K." in violet and these were only known on covers postmarlced "Tanibov", 
"Tulinovka. - Tambovsk. gub." and ''Kozlov - Tanibovsk." 

The above illustra.tion shows the provisional postmar.ked "Goreloe · 
Temb • G :t- / 10. 7. 31 • ", a previously urirecorded marking. This is on piece, 
and the fact that the stamp has only been found used on mail suggests it 
was not on open sale to the public, being apparently af'fixed by the postal 
clerks only to letters actually reiuiring it. A few details a.bout it are 
hereby given:- The figures are 10;.\: mm. high and 2¾ mm. a:gart, the "1" 
he.ving a serifed, and the "5" a cu.rved 'top. The "K" is 44 mm. tall and 
1½ mm. distant from the "5", heving a stop after, and a dash 3 mm. long 
under it. . These measurements may vary slightly as the Senf "Iilustriertes 
Briefmarken-J ournal" for 17th. Oct. 19 31 reports that the work was done 
with a rubber handst8IIJ). · 

The writer has seen an ingenious but by no means dangerous forgecy 
of this issue, made by taking a 1 Ok. stamp with a. genuine "T ambov'' 
postmark and adding the surcharge. The main points of difference were:-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

the violet surcharge vras definitely applied~ 
the postma.r.k, 

the measurements were completely wroP.g (figures 11~- mm. 
tall with 1¼ mm. spacing between etc.), the "1" was 
without serif and the "5" hed a streight top while the 
''K", mirrus the stop, stood at the top right instead of 
the bottom right of the surcharge. The whole thing •We.s 
probably copied from the deliberately incon-ect reproduction 
given in the Senf J ourne.l mentioned above, 

the d.Eited postmark read 14.6 .31 and was therefore too 
early. 

Any further informe.tion on this stamp and its usage would be most 
welcome. 
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AUCTION NOTES 

The followi. ng realisations were noted recently: -

LITHUANIA: 1924 Feb. 6oc & 60c. bri~t 
carmine, variety no.watermark, very fine 
mint and well centred.. Cat .Sanabria ,50 •• ( 1) 

E. £6 R. £4..15. O. 

MONGOLIA: 1926 Fiscal stamps overprinted 
"POSTAGE" 50c. brown and green with black 
overprint, mint ~ Cat. £12. • • • . • ( 1 ) 

E ... 70/- R. 55/-

RUSSIA: Sixteen covers, mostly just prior 
or during the revolution, but including 
one bearing adhesives of Azerbaijan 
Republic and another with Transcaucasian 
Republic •••••••••• (80 stamps) 

E. £10 R. £11. 

FINLAND: 1867 8p.block of five used 
with 5p. on 20p. envelope to London, 
all neatly cancelled with blue dated 
"HELSilGFORS" pmks. Condition of the 
roulettes is rather below average,. 
but an attractive and scarce piece ( 6) 

E. £15 R. £22. 

FINLAND: 1856-75 various used 
including 1856 10k. rose with penmark 
and postal cancellation, very 
fine used on a front, and 1875 
per:f'. · 11 l3p. deep green ( small 
pinhole). ( 19 stamps) 

E. £9 R. £13. 

Madge Flint 

JOURNAL. NO. 14/15 

Correction page 431. The translation of the marking "3 Po Pt>l", No.24.9 

should have been translated as "Po Poludniu" = afternoon. 

We regret that through an oversight part of' the illustrations to "Ship 
Postmarks in the Caspian, page 413 were omitted. They are included with this 
number on a loose page which can be- inserted in the previous J ourrwl. -

"3 Poezd." page 445: 
:Mr. A. Gold reports finding a "4 Poezed" in blue on a cover Pavlovsk to 

St.Petersburg 10th September, 1891, and Mr.A.Shields a No.3 in red from Libava. 
to St .Petereburg dated 3rd October, 1881 . 

So far then Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are known covering a period from 1880 to 
1904. It is quite likely a No,1 exists and we shall be pleased to hear from 
members about further discoveries. 

SOVIEI' RUSSIA. Rare imper:f'orates eITOrs and varieties . . Ask for free list. 
Some of the items available:-

Sc 326/7, S.G.456/7 No wma.rlc, Sc 470a S.G. 590 imper:f' pair, Sc 627 S .G. 759 
imperf pair, Sc 639 S.G. 771 imper:f' pair Sc 921, S.G.1066 without blue colour. 
IVY STAMPS, P.O. Box 507, Great Neck, N.Y. U.S.A. 
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VISITIID- A STAMP DE.ALER' S SHOP IN MOSCOW ~ 

By FRED W. SPEERS 

Philately hasn't lost its hoid on the Russian peopl.e. As a hobby world
wide in its appeal., it has managed to survive revolutions, wars and the hectic 
peri od.s of reconstruction occupying IID.1ch of' the time of' people '.behind the Iron 
Curtain .. 

Having been . one of a party of' ten American newspaper people who this 
spring visited Moscow, Leningrad, Warsaw and Prague, I had the opportunity to 
observe a bit or philatelic activities in those cities. It was my deduction that 
interest in: collecting stBJIPis baa been kept alive in those cities largely by 
visitors :f"rOm other cOWltri.es behind the Iron Curtain:. In hotel lobbies and at 
newsst~, paakets or current issues were fairly well di.spleyed. Sometimes., 
small albumg of ten or twelve pages, :f'ill.ed with recent or current mint (or 
cancelled to order by the Soviet Philatelic Agency) were available. On the f'ew 
occas;ions when I saw such stamps being purchased by persons othe:r than memers 
of our own party, I noticed. the buyers were visi tars from satelli.te countries or 
from the Far East. 

Prague possesses at least one· large store dealing in philatelic offerings. 
It is situated on a ahoice corner location in the down.town area. The forenoon I 
visi tea. this· store, it was marlced by a brisk business,; largely in current 
European stanps. There were some · fifteen or twenty people in the store and they 
we:re being served by four clerks. Purchases seemed generally small - a f'ew kronen 
at most ahanged hands.· I di.dn' t notice a single customer viewing a possible purchase 
under a glass. 

In Warsaw, a city still staggering lllld.er the 90 per cent destruction 
visited upon it· by war, insurrections and the retreating Nazis1 I cruldn' t find a 
single stamp store . A few packets of current issues coul.d be purchased at sone
newsstands ani, o~ course, purchases cruld be made at the post of'f'ice .; 

It was in Moscow where I had the time and opportunity to make purchases 
a t a dealer' s store. Previ.ousl.y, I had thought that but one deal.er' s store was 
sti.11 open in Moscow, namely, the one a few bl.ocks from the Ameri.can embassy~ 
Through the Intourist Bureau~ -which handles most dealings w.i.th tourists behind the 
Iron Curtain, I arranged for an intexpreter, a car and a driver to ta.lee me to the 
stamp shop. Mr. Rogov, Moscow director of Intourist~ told the interpreter i.n 
response to my request to assist me in buying stamps there . I didn't realise at 
the time how literally those inst.ruction.a would be taken. 

Leaving Hotel Nationale; we drove up Gorki Avenue and then into some 
aide streets, finally arr.i.. v1ng- at a rather small shop which sold both stamps and 
stationery supplieso }(y woman interpreter explained to the girl clerk behind the 
counter what we were doing there. Stamp o:N'erlngs were displeyed, as had been 
the case in Prague, lllld.er glass counters. Practically all were stamps of' the 
USSR dating f'rom about 1941.-. I noticed one packet of old Imperi,al. Russians j 
containing about twenty stanps of little or no value. That packet was priced at 
1 rouble 80 kopecks - or about 40 cents American at the 4 roubles to one dollar 
:rate of ex.change artifical.ly established for us. To me it was interesting t.o see 
that packet, because I had heard that there aren't rozy deal.ings permitted i n the 
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old stamps of' pre-revolutionary days o 

What caught my eye was that in each of' the five sections of the counter 
there were displayed examples of' souvenir sheets o After buying several of' the 
packets ( at prices considerably higher than either Gibbons or Scott catalogue 
values) ; I indicated. to the cl.erlc that I wanted to buy one of the souvenir sheets, · 
specifically Michel's No. 939, a block of four 30k dark slate green commemorating 
the defence of' Leningrad.. My mere pointing .to that souvenir sheet started an 
extended conversation between the cleric am my interpreter who apparently did.n' t 
know much about stamps.; The cleric, she informed Dlej- said those weren' s stamps -
just printing! Since they weren•;t stamps, she continued, why not buy something 
else'Z 

So, thinking that over, I pointed to an impe:r:f"orate example of Gibbons 
1265, the 30· k red, blue and black stamp showing the Koscow Council Building 
which we had happened to pass while driving to the shopo The cleric immediately 
got out a pe:r:f"orated one for me f'rom a drawer in baclc ~ · That started another 
extem.ed discus·aio:n and I finally settled by buying · both~ 

Still thinking of' those remaining souvenir sheets, I :finally induced 
the interpreter to help me select some stamps •to give to friends." She joined 
in that pleasantry and finally I asked her jokingly to · try to buy those examples 
of printing, even though they weren' t stamps o That time it worked and ~i ve. 
dif'f'ereht souvenir• sheets found their way into the pile · of' stamps on the counter o 
Total cost: 32 rouble's an:l 60 kopecko · 

It was at the newsstand at the el"aborate· new Sovietskaya Hotel Vlhere I 
founi another souvenir sheet. This was the colourful block of' four 40 k stamps 
signa].ising events· in the lif'e of' Stalin, issued in 1949. Oddly., the woman at 
the counter did.n•t seem to know just what it was. She let me have it for a 
couple of' roubles. 

So ·f'ar as I could ascertain:,: the best items for collectors of' Russian 
stamps., particularly the older ones, can be found outside Russia. 

NOTES & Qu:em::ES 

By C. W. ROBERTS 

·t KOP. 1879: Mr. J .HoReynolds has two copies of' the "cracked plate" variety 
on No.3 in each pane~ see this Journal No.1t, p.320) o One of these has the 

postmark ''POCHTOVII VAGON No.7 1 JUNE 1882. It would seem that 1882 is the 
date of' this varie•ty.; 

Replies to previous queries are still invited .. In the meanti.n:!e, here is 
a new oneo 
RUSSIAN PoO. 's of' the CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY 

Would any read.er who has postmarlce other than the following, please let 
me know? 

M.AIDHZHURIA 
CHZHAL.AINOR 
KHAILAR 
BUKHEDU 

CEZHALANr1JN 
TSITSIKAR 
KHARBIN 
IMIANPO 
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GROD:l!XOVO 
KHANDAOKHE.rSI 
:MULIN 
S.ANCHAKHE 

KW.ANCHENI'SI 
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MUTE CANCELLP.TIONS OF WORLD WAR I - PART 3 

By DR. GREnORY B. SALISBURY 

An immense am:ru.nt of research has been unearthed since the publication of 
the last instalment. According to expectations, many have come forward with 
ad.di tional material anci" this will be incorporated into the present and f"u~ 
sections. 

Captain de Shramchenko had been most help:f"ul in translating the earliest 
works on the mutes by Von Bohnert in the German periodical, Illustriertes 
Brie:f'marken Journal of Dec.10,1918 and Jan.18,1919. These important studies were 
sent to me by our very thought:f"ul member Mr.Fritz Billig, noted philatelist, 
author and dealer of Jamaica, New Yorlc. Captain: likewise translated several 
articles on mutes in Polish, which he had procured for me. These appeared in the 
Filatelista Polski, the articles being: "Znaczki .rosyjskie podcz·a.s wojny 
eu.ropejskiej" No.2.po17,18,19 of 1920 by Kazimie:rz Gryzewski, also by the same 
author "Ro~skie kasowniki wojenne na. ziemia.ch polskich" No .II Rok III, of 1921, 
al so an article by W1odzinrl.erz Rachmanow "Kasowniki polskie ich opis i inwent:arz" 
No.9, Rok III of 1921. 

Through the kind services of' Mr .Kurt Adler, the fabulous collection of . 
mutes on 100 commercial covers, owned by MroFritz Freitag of Berlin was placed at 
my disposal several months ago. It was all photographed life-size, and the results 
o:f the study of these IIDJ.tes, identified in each case by commercial envelopes., 
registry stickers etc. and notes of' the owner., :fortified the validity and authority 
of' the identifications in this treatise. MroFreitag enclosed w.i.th this :mute 
col.lection a very important and pertinent study of' the use of the registry labels, 
ef'f'o:rts to "mute" them and to hide the· place of' origin of' the registry, and the 
muting of' th~ cancellations showing the receipt of the letter, by obliterating 
the town name on the · canceller; likewise the use of portions of registry labels 
only, or simply the use o:f the registry rrumber alone. This will be presented 
later at the conclusion o:f this article. 

Checking over his mutes one must hold the opinion that the main use of 
the mutes took place in August and September of' 1914, and that it lost its 
importance slowly a:rterwards, as prev:j,.dusly stated. Mr .. Freitag' s mutes show 
arrival. marks of Riga Aug.4th.,1914, Grauenburg Aug.5th, Bohnert cities Wend.en 
and RevaJ. of 1'.ug.3rd and photos of his mutes, and the accompanying postmarks, 
support his state:rrents. 

One finds tha..t the covers show the interesting fact that the careful 
employees cut out town nawes from registry stickers, or crossed them out, or 
stopped using stickers and 'used reg. numbers as stated before, and that even 
the arrival postmark of Riga was mute until Aug.18th i.e~ the- name o:f the town 
was :t'illed in with ink (also shown on covers of' Smolensk, Rovno~ Kherson, Brest
Litovsk). Also in studying two covers from Pernov, the one of' Aug.8th had only 
a numerator "0174" and the Pernov mute stamped mark o:f Aug.18th had already the 
full r•:3nEPH0B 0917" along with the Pernov mute. There were some exceptions 
because of' the inexact work of' the postal clerics, but .Aug.18 seemed to have been 
the turning point. According to Frei tag if' the mutes were used in 1917-18 period, 
having been quickly discontinued, there was no regulation at that time for them. 



Mr .Frei tag encloses the copy of a sekretka from Smolensk which is very 
important. The contents are interesting. "Railroad station overcrowded, displaced 
persons are beleaguering all stations". ·when did this happen? When were these 
people evacuated? asks Freitag. Already a few days before the actual start of the 
war? In this case the date would be in order 14/21 . -7 (German and Russian date). 
Thus this secretka with its mute proves that Smolenuk used mutes already, one week 
before the start of the war! 

Perusal or Von Bohnert' s article reveals but little new in the text, 
but does show several new mutes, and Ill8.I\Y' important dates of cancellations. 
He does state that Austria used numeral postmarks instead of mutes, in Galicia. He 
discusses the mutes of Riga and tells about the use of machine cancellations there 
with the town nrune cut out, and shows many mute photos later presented likewise by 
Bruhl and Bredis. One is of interest, the mute of Wolmar used from the 22nd August 
to the end of September, and later used by the German Fieldpost. Bohnert confirms 
that the Baltic mutes were in use in August aid September of 1914, while those o:f 
Odessa and Ekaterinoslav, went into use around the middle of October 1914. Likewise 
the mutes of the Southern Front were used longer and later .. 

Bohnert discusses the mutes of the German occupation using Russian mute 
cancellers or altered regular Russian postal cancellers on German stamps, type 
Gennania 7½,15, with ovpt. Postgebeit Oh.Ost. Four are shown in the article. One 
is a Uriev or Dorpat mute (Table C, as 32) in the shape of a regular canceller of 
the Russian post, with two concentric rings, without name of town. It is accompanied 
by the name of Dorpat on the postcard or kartochka and the date 22.III.1918. Another 
is Hapsal, Estlan:l Gubernia, showing likewise a cut out Russian canceller on a 
Gennania stamp with overprint. This one is mown on Table A (cont'd) as A32. There 
is likewise a Wolmar, Lifl ~ Gub. mute, which will be shown later under another 
category. It looks like the mutes of Swilten or Pernov B31, B32,- B33, except that 
there is no outer ring. The date of this one's use is I.5.1918, and it was used 
from 21.4.191'8 to 5.5.1918 in German use. There is likewise a Pskov mute of four 
very heavy, irregular parallel lines and a Walk postmark dated 2.8.18. also on a 
Gennania stamp with overprint. In closing II\Y comments on this phase, we may add 
the fact that Riga canceller with the date has been used on Gennania stany;>s with 
overprint, but of course not being mute, the remark is but of passing interest. 

Study of Ka.zimierz Gryzewski's articles in FilatelistaPolski reveals 
several new mutes, which identified questionable ones held up to date. These will 
be shown in the tables. He does state that the use of Im.1tes in Poland was during 
August, September, October and the beginning of November, 191'8. Besides the various 
designs used there were al.so specialpostal cancellers such as "Oplacheno" or "paid", 
"Taken from mail box" etc. The inks used were mainly black, less frequently violet 
(such as Yalta). Field Post of Russian forces in Lvov used No.114, showed likewise 
a fieldpost of III, used in Galicia, both enclosed in a triangle with the author's 
connnent that the Lvov field postmark was used also by the public. Gryzewski also 
adds that Lutzk had a mute identical with one of Brest-Litovsk, i.e. a cross of two 
heavy lines, meeting at an obtuse angle. (It will be shown later). 

Wlodzimierz Rachmanow' s article in the same journal was very interesting, 
and its ii:.llustration of a Krakow Im.1te on a Polish stany;> is movm in the Table 0 
as 034. 
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T:ABLE A (Cont' d. ) 

A3Q is Liblin.Gryzewski shows this mute on an .Arms type stamp. I have a 
cover showing same, a smeary one ring, al.so one with a bull's eye, as shown in 
Table B, as B25. The same type is seen in the Rossica Journal. No.23, al.so 
a smeared. cancellation. · 

A31 is al.so shown by Gryzewski ,: and it is a mute f'or the Polish Postal 
Railroad cars or Pochtovy Vagons, pictured. here on a pair of arms type stamps. 
These are included; because they are incomp1e.te rings. 

A:32 is Hapsa1 or HaapsaJ.u, in Estland Gubernia:. This town al.so has a 
cluster or spray mutet of' irregular design., as shown in Ro~ca No .18. This 
particular design shown in Table A is a German occupation mute, formed by a cut 
out Russian canceller.. This IIU1te was used on Germania type:-stanq,s of 7½ and 15 with 
Post,gebeit Ob .. Ost. overprinto 

A33 is a mystecy. It is' composed of" a wide single ring,- · cut so as to 
produce a thick mesh of' black, and this one was used on a regular cancellation, 
so as to hide the name of the town. Under powerf'ul magnification, and f'loodligh.ted, 
the name of the town seems to be Kolemri.ki but the smearing is so great,: that the 
name is in doubt. 

Portions of covers with mutes show Smolensk mutes, on 10 kop. vert. pair, 
and 7 kop. vert. pair of Romanovs, the latter al.so presents t}:l.e interesting 
blacking out of' the Ri.ga arrival postmark, dated 16.8.1.4-. &i.olensk has al.ready 
been cla.ssif'ied as A23 in. the la.&t article,- and the two covers shown present 
variations of' the DD.1te as to tbicknesa.· 

Elisavetgrad mutes a.re likewise shown on cover to illustrate. A6 .. · These 
a.re on anns type stamps rod are accOJiq>anied. by the Riga arri:vsl. post:Dia:rlc of' 
2.9.14. 

Sevastopol mute is shown on a Romanov 7 kop. on cover. A tracing of 
another is shown as 033 in Table C. The nnite shown here was likewise used by 
Wenlen. 

To utilise space a cove::r showing Fellin mute T with a circle or part 
circl1:, as shown is· given here. Please consider it an extension~ Table B 
presen+;lng mute B.15. 

TABLE B_ 
ONE m:m AND OONTENrS 

B1 s B2, B3 Im.1tes are those of Goldingen. Another Goliingen mute is shown 
later as B. 19 • I have B1 with the tliick ring, and the characteristic cross, also 
the var.i.eties 2 and 3. Please note similarity of' these to Razik (No.28 Rossica. 
Journal) or BJ+., 5 and 6 and to the B7 or Riga., traced f':rom the photo of' the mute 
in the collection of Von Bohnert, (F.B.J.) with the postmark of' 12.10.18. Other 
mutes were discussed in the previous article, of' the town of Riga. 

B8,. 9, 10, 11 a.re all varieties of' Uriev, Dorpat or Tartu. The town is 
the sruoo,. but I include its other names so as not to con:f'use those who may know 
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this lID.lte by another name than Uriev , the Russian name . B, 9 is a type shown in 
No" 18 Rossica, B . 10 in Von Bohnert' s photos of mutes _, th~ latter on an arms type 
stamp with Dorpat 9 .8.14 cancellation. Other lID.ltes of Ur.iev are a thick single 
black stripe and a square of heavy dots rectangular in shape and SXS in number. 
Both are shown in Rossica Journal. 

The Verr.o or Vo:ru. nDJ.tes B12, 13~ 14 are cancellers quite common on pre
war letters as registry JI18.tkings. I have a large number of such -marks on various 
covers which are identical to these shown as mutes. I have a cover from Verro 
(also spelled Werro) showing B14 on a strip of five Arms type stamps, all 
cancelled with the same DD.1te, and,showing a Riga postmark of arrival of 2 018.14. 
There is another IIn1te, composed of five heavy parallel lines 1 the outer lines 
conf ormi.ng to the arc of' a circle~-

The T mutes shown are not the complete arra:y .of T mutes. Others, not 
enclosed by a circle or part circle will b .e shown later. The B:15 is Fellin, 
also illustrated on a cover with the Table A mutes, for lack of space. Fellin or 
Vilj@lld.i has another T without the circle or broken circle, also 10 parallel lines_~ 
outermost heaviest in the shape of a circular canceller, and another of' 6 heavier 
lines. All shown in No.18 Rossica Journal. 

The B16 is another of the numerous Revel lID.ltes. The DD.1te shown here is 
~ound in Rossi ea No. 28 1 Another Revel lID.lte is shown as B. 38. 

B17 is Vinnitza, of Podolska:ya Gubernia, and it shows likewise the use of 
a common canceller around the post office, used greatly in the past. B16 am 
Bi 7 can be frequently seen on postcards and other en tires of 1889 period , B18 is 
a smal.ler T surrounded by a circle, and is shown on an Anna type of a stamp. It 
stands for Ostrolenka, and is shown by Gryzewski in his oollection of Im1tes. 

B19· has already been mentioned as Goldingen. B. 20 and 21 are Arensburg 
or Kure ssaare which likewise has a nDJ.te of thick lines f'onning diamond shaped 
parallelograms. B20 is shown in Rossica while B21 is shown here on cover, in 
Table B, on a regist~red cover to Riga, showing the futility of the JID..1tes, on a 
cover with .Arensburg regi str.y sticker, and the identifying oommercial address 
on the envelope of' the finn , _ 

B22 is Fennern, or Vandra of' Lifland Gubernia. Another mute of' the same 
town 1.s shown in Table C. Both are shown in Rossica Journal. 

B23 or Ekaterinoslav has been shown before as A29 and it is included 
here as a possible segment of a circle inside of another. Yet, it may be a 
port.ion of' a ring, same one ring, carelessly applied with a partly dJ:y canceller. 
0-ther Ekaterinoslav mutes are: seven heavy parallel lines in a circular 
eancel1.e:r, also eight of' irregular lines in a qquare shaped canceller, al.so a 
:four ring mute with a heavy outside ring. Tllere are two lID.ltes shown such as B24 
in Von Sharf'enberg Collectioni, one a 23 mm mute, and another, a 18 mm type. 

B25 is Lublin. It is a tracing of a mute on cover, on a 7 kap. Roma'lov 
:;tamp and a 14 kop. arms type, both with the ink quite spread and smeared, a 
characteristic of this mute. Alongside is a postmark, on the cover, with the 
~own's name inked out (Freitag). 

B26 is Alt-Shvannenburg or Aluksne, in Lifland Gubernia. Besides 
t-his mute, the town also used a cross of' two heavy lines, which will be illustrated 
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latero 

B27 and B28 are nn.ites of' Elis•avetgrad, of' Kherson, Gubernia. This town 
has likewise a single ring nn.ite A6, and a solid ring of corlc type, with channels 
of criss crosses. B27 is featured in Rossica No. 26. 

B29 is Novogeorgievsk, B30 is Veliko-Iogannis or Suure-Jaani, · Estla.nd 
Gubernia, while B31 is Swil ten. 

B32_9 33 and 34 are mutes of Pern.ov, Fern.au or Pa.rmi. Rossica No.18 
shows B33 as well as B.34 and three "spray" mutes which will be shown later. 
There is also a mute Vihich resembles a little the Revel B38 enclosed by a half 
cl.:role, as shown in B4-5, also a networlc of cross lines :fornd.ng squares, which 
may likewise be the uni~nti:fied B40, also the B44. · Pernov B32 is shown on the 
commercial registered. cover in Table B Von Shar.t'enberg Collection showed several 
ruch,~asur.ing26~. · 

There was likewise a mute of 6 thick pa.rall.el. lines instead of seven · 
enclosed in a thick ring 28 IIDD.. unidentit"ied, the six lines would be Wolmar, 
however the definite ring arouni the mute does confuse matters. 

B.55 is Haynasch, in Walk district of Lifland Gube:rnia, a railroad station, 
Wolmar to Haynasch. It is a six-cornered star made of two equilateral triangles, 
enclosed in a circle. The one shown cones from the Von Bohnert' s collection. 

B36 and 36a are illustrations of' B24 Ek:aterlnoslav showing two varieties 
of' size and incompletely inked bull's eye giving one idea o:f a two ring nn.ite. 

B37 is Revel, so is B38. Please note resemblance to the segment B4-5 of 
Pe:rnov, and 00: course to the mute of Hasenpoth, 'Vhich is identical to B37 except 
that it does not have the ring around the design. Hasenpoth of' Kutland Gubernia, is 
a railroad station on the line Libava-Hasenpoth and an example of it, 19-~.14 is 
shown on a 7 kop. Romanov in Von Bohnert' s collection. B38 is. 'likewise shown on 
cover in Table B on a :registered Revel cover. 

B.39 is Romershof is included because it is surrounded by· a circular 
line. I have a hµge rrumber of' various mutes of this ilk but without the 
enclosi.ng ring or line, which gradually go from one design to another, such as 
clusters, spray~, varie:ties of little triangles, corlcs criss-crossed to f'orm 
vari.ous circular and other.patterns, all of these· will be covered later, so as 
not to confuse classifications. Romershof has tw.J other mutes, a cross of' two 
heavy lines, and one of' two thin ones. 

Bl+-0 has been covered um.er Pernov. B41, 42 and. 43 are of' Feodosia. 
B .41 is in No. 28 Rossica, B4-2 is in :iey- collection, -and so is B43. There is 
likewise a mute of Feodosia made up of' f'our by four rovrs of small squares.• 
formed on a canceller" 

B44 and 4-5 have been covered earlier under Pernov, B46 is_ Druschkow, 
obviously a cork type of' a mute" B47 is Minsk, Bli-8 is Murajevo, B49 .is 
J anischki j B50 is Odintsovo, and B51 is Prekuln. This ends Table B except f'or 
the unidentif'ied ~ _9 2, 3 nru.tes presented to me by Mr. Frei tag, am:>ng a large 
group of' loose stamps, that I had identi:f"ied for him. 
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TABLE 0 

_ TWO OONJENrRIO RI!CS_,_ OR SM4E WITH 00:N!ENfS 

01 to 012 inclusive are all Kiev mut..es. The unusual 04 is :f'rom No.2} 
Rossica Journal. li'rankly I have not encountered one such ~ this, however I 
attribute it to a smear and a spread of' the generous supply of ink on the canceller. 
The size is a tracing :f'rom the journal, and not the actual. size such as the 
others. Please note varieties, especially 05 and 06 which seem to have been 
made with a·rubber stamp, as one notes distortion, not found on a metal canceller. 
Note likewise outer rings on 08 and 010 which :f'rom. poorly inked canoell.er give an 
idea ot two thin outer rings with no ink in between; a point that prompted me to 
include the Sevastopol mute in Table o, as its outer r.ing shows similarity to this. 
Of course we must list it umer the "three rings" as well. so as to give a. lattitude 
in the classification. Note the use of' nume:r.al.s without the regist·ry sUcker on 
the cover with one ring Kiev, and the use of' the stamped registry marlci ng on the 
two ring Dllte cover, with the name ot Kiev blacked out on the registry, yet it is on 
a commercial. cover stating that it was sent :f':rom the Kiev b.ranch of the 
St .Petersburg bank! Kiev likewise has a square of heavy dots as i t.s third mute. 

011 , 12, 13 are Odessa DDltes. Others are a single ring mute A 1 7 'j al so 
:f'our rings and a bulls eye to be described later. Rossica No.26 shows fou·r· 
mutes, two of them of the ring type. 

014- is Wen:len, which likewise has a single ring mute like the one ring 
Sevastopol, and a cross of two black lines on o. rectangle of' white, bordered by 
thick black line. The 014- shown is from the VonBohra'-t' a collection. It is on 
an arms type stamp, postmark dated 3.8.14 which is the earliest use of a mute, 
as :f'ar as I know. 

015, 16, 17 and the cover show mutes ot Nikolaev. This city likewise had 
a mute of a cross formed by two pa.-ral.lel lines crossing t1VO others. 

018 is a J111te of Riga. Besides this one we have A21 , al.so m.ites of 
eight straight lines, parallel, same with dots, al.so cross enclosed within a 
square, same without a square, mass of little squares or dots, four lines and an 
irregular circle, four thick lines within a round canceller1 and a circle enclosing 
an irregular cross of two heavy lines j or B7 . 

018 - Von Bohnert showed a simUar mute of Dorpat, or Uriev, 0~2 using 
old Russian cancellers with name of town cut out, on German stamps and overprint., 
by the German occupation forces, this being more completely described earlier . 
Nikolaev mute uses similar type, e.lso Riga~ t-long with the me.chine cr-ncelle.t.ion 
lines . 

020, 021 are lmltes of Stenden, while 022 and 23 are of Bielostok 1 ,mich 
likewise has a mute of four concentric rings, also a. white cross on a square black 
field, and a three ring mute with a square enclosed. 024 is Mikhailovsky Khutorj 
Ohernigov Gubernia while 025 is unidentified. Readers ma;y wonder a.s to Il\Y reason 
f'or including unidentif'ied stamps 1 however this is done with the htUWle hope that some 
of' you mey know their identity, of course backed by c~rciei covers as proof . 

026 is Fennern, or Vendre, of Liflend Gubernia, which r-J.so ht•.a e. B22 r:rute . 
027, 28, 29, 30 e.re all Vilna. The proper size proportion ma.y be had by se':'i ng 
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the relationship of 030 to the anns type stamp, others are a little enlarged to 
show detail. There is also a Vilna spray of four petals, also a large one 
circular in form like Romershof, but without the enclosing ring. There are 
likewise a cross, star, heavy segments of' squares as -well as A20 and A28. 

031 is unidentified, seen in the Von Sharfenberg collection, 032 is Uriev 
or Do:rpat, using Russian canceller on a Germania type stamp with overprint, 
previously described, 033 is Sevastopol, if' the outer ring is one and not two 
thin close ones, as previously stated . Sevastopol likewise has a one ring mute. 
034- is Krakow mute on a Polish stamp ( 1920) as shown by Rachmanov, and listed 
purely to aid collectors vm.o may be confused to :find a mute on a Polish stamp 
and so late. 035 is unidentif'ied, a postcard :from theVon Sharf'enberg collection, 
while 036 is likewise an unknown, needing identif'ication. 

(to be continued) 

CAT.AWGUE NOTES 

In the new Stanley Gibbon 9 s Catalogue, Part II, Europe and Colonies 
;955, No o1 used has moved up by £1 (~3) to £11 ~ Nose 3 and 4 used, the 
20 and 30 kop . mint are now at £15 and £10 respectively and have at last been 
given their correct proportionate value . We have always known that the 20 
kop . is scarcer than the 30K, The 10K, ~er-f 12½, which only a :few years 
ago was sixpence (7c) has moved up to 1/6. Dots postmark enthusiasts please 
note! 

A rise is noted here and there among the bi-coloured stamps but the 
10 kop. straight iabel mint ar:d used and the mint 20 kop. have unaccountably 
dropped back to the 1945 level and so have the 3. 50 and 7 R, no thunderbolts 
used c 

The 1 R on vertically laid paper per-f. 11 ½ a vecy scarce stamp has 
risen to 30/ - (.$4. . 25) vm.ich is still cheap, but the 25 kop . imper-f. has jumped 
from ninepence to 2/6 (35c) and the two shades of' the 10 R imperf'. :from 5/- and 
10/- (70c and %1 .40) to 15/- and 20/- . The 7 kop. charity on white paper has 
gone up to 5/- (70c) but is still comparatively cheap . 

DISPLAYS 1955 
January 22nd - Mr cM,A.Bojanowicz - "Poland" 

A.H.W. 

March 26th - Mr , A.R.M .Charoberlain - ''Baltic Stamps and Covers" 

We are pleased to note that Mr cBojanowicz gained a gold medal award 
for his display of "Poland No . 1." at the International Stemp Exhibition in 
Merano , Italy and also that Mr.J .Michelson recently received a bronze a-ward 
for his display of' Estonia at Bloemf'ontein, South Arrica. 
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